FINLAND
ROVANIEMI

EXCURSIONS AND SAFARIS
2020-2021

Aurora hunting by minibus

Private Aurora hunting by 4WD

Aurora Hunting in reindeer’s sleigh

Photography Aurora Tour

Lappish Cooking Class

Ranua Zoo

Santa Claus Village

Santa Village and Santa Park

Icebreaker Cruise

Husky Kennel Tour

Husky Happy Trail Tour

Workshop in Rovaniemi

Interactive programs

Reindeer's Farm Self-Driving

Reindeer's Farm 2.5km

Amethyst Mine in Luosto

Korouoma Frozen Waterfalls

Secret of Reindeer’s Antlers

Lappish evening with dinner

Arctic Hotel Visit with dinner

Snow Sauna in Arctic Hotel

Ice-Fishing

Snowshoeing adventure

Easy Snowmobile Safari

Snowmobile safari in Forest

Snowmobile Family Safari

Aurora Snowmobile Safari

Snowmobile safari to reindeers

Snowmobile Safari to husky

All-In-One Snowmobile Safari

Full Day Snowmobile Safari

New Year Party

ROVANIEMI: GROUP EXCURSIONS
Autumn-Spring (time with no snow)

Excursions

Included

Transfer

Airport Rovaniemi-hotel in Rovaniemi or Train station
Rovaniemi-hotel Rovaniemi. One way
Excursion to Santa Village
Transfer, guiding service, visit Santa's` office and post
office, certificate of crossing Arctic Circle.
Arktikum museum
Transfer, tickets to museum
Visit to Ranua zoo
Transfer, guiding service, entrance fee to zoo, free
time.
Excursion to Ranua zoo with lunch Transfer, guiding service, entrance fee to zoo, buffet
lunch, free time.
Secret of Antler-workshop
Transfer, guiding service, program, tea or coffee with
sweets
Excursion to reindeers farm
transfer, excursion to reindeer's farm, hot tea or coffee,
guiding service in English
Excursion to husky farm
transfer, excursion to husky's farm, hot tea or coffee,
guiding service
Husky: born to run
Transfers from/to Rovaniemi, safety- and driving
instructions, 30 - 40 minute drive with a husky cart
(children join the guide in a big cart), hot juice, cookies,
snack, arctic outer clothing and informative talk about
huskies.
Northern lights hunting by
Transfer, picnic on open fire, guiding service.
minibus/bus
Photography tour: Discover the
Transfer, guiding service, hot drinks and snacks, hunt
Northern lights
for the Northern Lights
Traditional Finnish wood fired
Transfer, guiding, wooden sauna, snacks,
sauna
towels, bathrobes and slippers
All equipment, transfers, floating, hot drinks and
Ice floating
guiding
Lappish evening in the wilderness Transfer, guiding, wooden sauna, 3 course dinner,
with dinner
towels, bathrobes and slippers
Master class: Lappish cooking
cuisine - Salmon soup

Transfer, guiding service (in English, any other
language on-request), master class how to prepare
salmon soup, after cooking, testing the soup.

Finnish workshop: Aurora painting Transfer, guiding, all equipment, tea or coffee with
or Lappish handmade souvenirs
sweet buns
Minimum of 2 persons paying a full price

Price €
Adult/Child
12 / 12
65 /45
30 / 25
90 / 60
105 / 75
95 / 59
75 / 55
45 / 25
129 / 77

69 / 50
125 / 125
95 / 48
93 / 69
125 / 87
125 / 65

69 / 50

WINTER GROUP PROGRAMS IN ROVANIEMI
Excursions

Transfer
Excursion to Santa Village
Excursion to Santa Village and Santa
Park
Visit to Ranua zoo
Excursion to Ranua zoo with lunch
Secret of Antler-workshop
Northern lights hunting by minibus/bus
Photography tour: Discover the
Northern lights
Traditional Finnish wood fired sauna
Lappish evening in the wilderness with
dinner

Included
Airport Rovaniemi-hotel in Rovaniemi or Train station Rovaniemihotel Rovaniemi. One way
Transfer, guiding service, visit Santa's` office and post office,
certificate of crossing Arctic Circle.
Transfer, guiding service, visit Santa's` office and post office,
certificate of crossing Arctic Circle, tickets to Santa Park

Aurora flight
Master class: Lappish cooking
cuisine - Salmon soup

Finnish workshop: Aurora painting
or Lappish handmade souvenirs
Aurora New year party

95 / 75
90 / 60

Transfer, guiding service, entrance fee to zoo, buffet lunch, free
time.
Transfer, guiding service, program, tea or coffee with sweets

105 / 75

Transfer, picnic on open fire, guiding service.

69 / 50

95 / 59

Transfer, guiding service, hot drinks and snacks, hunt for the
Northern Lights

125 / 125

Transfer, guiding, wooden sauna, snacks, towels, bathrobes and
slippers
Transfer, guiding, wooden sauna, 3 course dinner,
towels, bathrobes and slippers

95 / 48

Transfer, guiding service, sausages on open fire and hot tee or
coffee
Transfer, guiding service, excursion to mine, travelling by
Excursion to the Amethyst mine in
Pendolino, berry juice upon arrival, presentation of amethyst and
Luosto
digging your for own amethyst stone.
Transfer, excursion on the farm, travelling by reindeer sleigh (3.5
Reindeers safari 3 km
km), snacks, driving license
transfer, excursion to reindeer's farm, 400 m self/driving, hot tea or
Excursion to the reindeers farm with
coffee, guiding service
short self-driving
Transfer, excursion on the farm, travelling by reindeer sleigh ( about
Northern lights safari by reindeers
45 min), snacks, driving license
sleigh
Husky safari 4 km and excursion on the Transfer, excursion on the farm, instruction of driving, driving 4 km
(the guide is driving the husky team), hot juice
farm
Transfers from/to Rovaniemi, safety- and driving instructions, 45
Husky happy trail
minute tour with a husky sled (max 2 adults and 2 children per sled),
hot juice, cookies and snack, arctic outer clothing and informative
talk about huskies.
Transfer, all equipment, warm clothes, guiding service
Ice fishing

Ice floating
Aurora Ice floating
Excursion to Arctic snow hotel
Excursion to Arctic snow hotel with
dinner
Experience the Aurora with dinner in
Kota restaurant
Icebreaker cruise on Gulf of Bothnia

65 / 45

Transfer, guiding service, entrance fee to zoo, free time.

Frozen waterrfalls Korouoma

Snowshoeing adventures

Price €
Adult/Child
12 / 12

125 / 87
135 / 75
125 / 85
135 / 95
85 / 55
135 / 95
115 / 85
149 in dbl
229 in sngl
/ 89
95 / 59

Transfers, all equipment, use of thermal clothing during the safari
(thermal overall, boots, gloves, woolen socks, a scarf), hot
chocolate drink and sweet buns, guidance
Winter clothing, transfers, floating, hot drinks and guiding

79 / 59

Winter clothing, transfers, floating, hot drinks and guiding

93 / 69

Transfer, a guided tour of SnowHotel, hot berry juice and biscuits

59 / 39

Transfer, a guided tour of SnowHotel, 3-course dinner

129 / 79

Transfer, a guided tour of SnowHotel, 3-course dinner

119 / 69

Transfers, cruise for 3 hours, visit Sweden and lunch in village, all
equipment, survival suite
Transfers, the flight, takeoff and landing preparations

375 / 318

Transfer, guiding service (in English, any other language onrequest), master class how to prepare salmon soup, after cooking,
testing the soup.
Transfer, guiding, all equipment, tea or coffee with sweet buns

125 / 65

Transfer, outside disco, guiding service, sausages, hot drinks,
sweets, Santa Claus visit with small gifts

145 / 95

95 / 59

439 / 439

69 / 50

INTERACTIVE GROUP PROGRAMS
(29.12-08.01.21, other time on request)

Excursions
ADVENTURE WITH TROLLS INTERACTIVE PROGRAM
SNOW QUEEN WITH DESSERT IN ICE
RESTAURANT
SNOW QUEEN WITH DINNER IN ICE
RESTAURANT
A MEETING WITH SANTA CLAUS
FAMILY

Included

Price, €

transfer, guide services (English, Russian), program, light
lunch
Transfer, program, dessert and alcohol drink (for children
nonalcohol) in ice restaurant
Transfer, program, dinner and alcohol drink (for children
nonalcohol) in ice restaurant
Transfers, guide service, program, Christmas sweets, a gift
for each child.

95/65

Minimum of 2 persons paying a full price for all group programs

125/85
155/105
95/65

SNOWMOBILE SAFARIS
Excursions

Santa’s sleigh ride around the
arctic circle, 1h
Easy snowmobile safari, 1h

Included

Transfers, thermal clothing, helmets,
guidance
Transfers, thermal clothing, helmets,
guidance
Snowmobile safari into the arctic Transfers, thermal clothing, helmets,
circle forest, 2h
guidance, arctic circle crossing
certificate
Snowmobile safari to search for Transfers, thermal clothing, helmets,
the northern lights, 3h
guidance, grilled sausages and hot berry
juice
Family snowmobile safari, 3h
Transfers, thermal clothing, helmets,
guidance, grilled sausages and hot berry
juice
Snowmobile safari to a reindeer Transfers, thermal clothing, helmets,
farm, 3h
guidance, cookies and hot berry juice,
visit to the reindeer farm with short sleigh
ride, reindeer driving license
Snowmobile safari to a husky
Transfers, thermal clothing, helmets,
camp, 3h
guidance, cookies and hot berry juice,
visit to the husky farm with and a sled
ride pulled by husky team
Snow fun day combo (reindeers Transfers, thermal clothing, helmets,
+ huskies), 4h
guidance, visit to the reindeer farm with
short sleigh ride, reindeer driving
license, cookies and hot berry juice, visit
to the husky farm with and a sled ride
pulled by husky team
Full day snowmobile safari with Transfers, thermal clothing, helmets,
ice fishing and campfire lunch,
guidance, ice fishing experience,
8h
prepare and eat your reasonably-sized
catch, soup lunch and hot drinks

Price, €

59 / adult
30 / child
87 / adult
44 / child
115 / adult (double)
170 / adult (single)
83 / child in sleigh
142 / adult (double)
197 / adult (single)
105 / child in sleigh
149 / adult (double)
204 / adult (single)
107 / child in sleigh
164 / adult (double)
219 / adult (single)
131 / child in sleigh
178 / adult (double)
233 / adult (single)
133 / child in sleigh
209 / adult (double)
264 / adult (single)
156 / child

199 / adult (double)
278 / adult (single)

Minimum of 2 persons paying a full price.
You must have valid driver license for driving of snowmobile.
Besides, we will have alcohol-test with you. If you want, you can book individual tour,
minimal price is the same as for 8 adults.

INDIVIDUAL EXCURSIONS
VIP-TOURS CALCULATED BY REQUEST
EXCURSION

Airport-Railway Station
Rovaniemi - Luosto
Rovaniemi - Levi
Rovaniemi - Ruka
Rovaniemi - Saariselka
Santa Village
Santa Village and Santa
Park
Private meeting with Santa
Claus

Ranua Zoo with lunch
The secret of antler
Master class: Lappish
cooking cuisine - Salmon
soup
Finnish workshop: Aurora
painting or Lappish
handmade souvenirs
Husky farm and sleigh
safari (can be other tourists
on the farm)

Reindeer farm, driving in
sleigh (can be other
tourists on the farm)

INCLUDED

TRANSFERS (price for 1-way)
Transfer
Transfer
Transfer
Transfer
Transfer
EXCURSIONS
Transfer, arctic circle crossing certificate,
main post office of Santa Claus, guidance
Transfer, arctic circle crossing certificate,
main post office of Santa Claus, Santa Park
tickets, guidance
It is only as additional to the Santa Village
tour or Santa Village and Santa Park tour.
Private meeting with Santa Claus for 1-6
persons, guidance.

PRICE, €
1-3
persons

4-8
persons

9-25
persons

75
300
310
380
480

120
300
310
380
480

250
450
490
650
860

125
65
155
95

105
60
135
90

85
50
105
85

1-6 persons: 760
Extra person: 50 е
(max – 8 persons)

Transfer, ticket to the Zoo, lunch in buffet
style, guidance
Transfer, guidance, workshop tour, selfmade souvenirs, visit of Lappish house,
tea/coffee
Transfer, guiding service (in English,
any other language on-request), master
class how to prepare salmon soup, after
cooking, testing the soup.
Transfer, guiding, all equipment, tea or
coffee with sweet buns

145
115
135
100

135
105
145
110

125
95
135
100

165
120

145
110

135
100

135
100

125
95

115
85

Transfer, farm-tour, 5km driving with guidedriver, hot coffee or tea, guidance. Other
tourists can be with you on the farm!
Transfer, farm-tour, 5km self-driving, hot
coffee or tea, guidance. Other tourists can
be with you on the farm!
Transfer, farm-tour, driving in sleigh (circle
- 500м), «international reindeer’s driver
license», Lappish ceremony, dinner,
guidance. Other tourists can be with you on
the farm!
Transfer, farm-tour, driving in sleigh in
forest (approximately 30 minutes),
«international reindeer’s driver license»,
Lappish ceremony, dinner, guidance. Other
tourists can be with you on the farm!

175
125

155
115

125
95

250
250

195
125

155
105

220
180

195
125

145
95

290
220

220
190

175
105

Ice Fishing

Transfer, all equipment for ice-fishing,
guidance
Transfer, sausages on the open fire, tea or
hot berry juice or hot chocolate, guidance

135
75
150
75

125
65
135
70

95
55
95
55

Transfer, guidance, mine-tour, search of
amethysts
Icebreaker «Polar Explorer» Private transfer only + group program on
the cruise
Children: 3-11 yearsold

185
125
535
390

175
115
480
390

165
105
450
390

Northern Lights Hunting
Amethyst Mine in Luosto

INTERACTIVE TOURS
Trolls Adventure

Transfer, interactive programme

1-4
persons
970

Meeting with Santa Family

Transfer, interactive programme

970

80

Snow Queen without dinner Transfer, interactive programme, desert
(01.01 - 01.04)

1250

105

Snow Queen with dinner

1450

125

Transfer, interactive programme, supper in
ice restaurant (01.01 - 01.04)

Minimum of 2 persons paying a full price.

ALL INDIVIDUAL SNOWMOBILS SAFARI – MINIMUM 8 ADULTS

Extra person
85

AURORA HUNTING BY MINIBUS
DURATION: 3 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

Suitable for: Everybody

PRICE：

Here, in Lapland, you can watch the Northern Lights 200 nights a year on average. Aurora
borealis lights adorn the sky throughout the year. However, to this phenomenon has been
ADULT：69 Euro
seen, the sky must be dark enough. The best time to observe the northern lights - September
to April.

CHILD 4-13 y.o.：

By car, we will go to a location far away from city lights, with a magnificent view of the starry 50 Euro
sky. After a short walk we will go to the grill and eat Lappish sausages, cooked on the open
fire. Tea and coffee will also be available. Sitting by the fire, guide will tell us about the facts,
myths and beliefs associated with the northern lights. If we are lucky, we will see the northern
lights, shimmering on the dark blue sky.

INCLUDED:
*
*
*
*

Hotel pickup and drop-off
Three hours Aurora hunting programme
Tasty sausages sizzled up over the fire, along with a hot drink
Professional English speaking guide

PRIVATE NORTHERN LIGHTS HUNTING BY 4X4 VEHICLE
DURATION: 3-4 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

Suitable for: Everybody

PRICE：

Our Private Northern Lights Hunting Tour is designed for those who wish to have a more
personal experience in searching for the celestial Aurora Borealis, with photos included.
ADULT：
For this tour we use a 4 x 4 Mitsubishi Outlander. Being that we use a smaller vehicle on this
150 Euro
tour, it is perfect for 2 to 4 people (plus 1 or 2 kids) maximum.
During our Private Northern Lights Hunting tour our guide will share stories of life in Lapland CHILD 4-13 y.o.：
and also background of the area and the Northern Lights. Be aware that viewing the Northern 75 Euro
Lights is dependent on weather conditions and Aurora activity levels. Our guide monitors
weather and Aurora activity before and during our tour to make the best efforts to locate a good
location.
Welcome aboard our Private Northern Lights Hunting Expedition!
Remember to bring warm outdoor clothing!

INCLUDED:
*
*
*
*
*
*

Hotel pickup & drop off
Personal aurora expert
Photos of you and the Northern Lights
BBQ by open fire, beverages
Personal four-wheel-drive comfortable car
Fascinating dance of aurora borealis - if you will be lucky

NORTHERN LIGHTS SAFARI BY REINDEER SLEIGH
DURATION: 3-4 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

Suitable for: Everybody

PRICE：

This is a night to remember! Travel by car approx. 20 minutes to the start of the adventure at a
local reindeer farm. Once you arrive, meet the animals and learn a little about them before ADULT：
taking a seat in a traditional sleigh, pulled by reindeer. Sitting comfortably travel through snowy
forests, and who knows if the Northern Lights paint the skies in shades of green above you. A 135 Euro
hot cup of coffee with a bun is served around a campfire.

CHILD 4-13 y.o.：

Get up close to the reindeers and learn about reindeer husbandry from the friendly 95 Euro
herders. Enjoy a reindeer-pulled sleigh ride through a snowy forest. Learn about the science
and legends of the lights from an informative local guide.

INCLUDED:

*
*
*
*
*
*

Hotel pickup and drop-off
3km reindeer safari & Aurora hunting programme
Professional English speaking guide
Reindeer driving license
Visit of traditional Finnish reindeer farm
Snacks and drinks

PHOTOGRAPHY TOUR: NORTHERN LIGHTS
DURATION: 4 hours

Suitable for: Adults

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION：

PRICE：

Experience the magic of Lapland as we embark on an unforgettable hunt for the amazing
Northern Lights. Our focus is on the Rovaniemi area and we will travel by minivan. We start
from Rovaniemi city center and begin with a meeting about our tour of the day.

Adult：
125 euro

Northern Lights are always unpredictable and there is no guarantee that we will find them
every night. What we can promise is that we give you the best possible chance to find,
experience and photograph these colorful wonders of the Arctic area. Based on the live feed
and on local weather and Aurora forecasts we can significantly improve our chances of
finding Auroras.

Child 4-13 y.o.：
125 euro

During the night, we normally go to 2-3 different locations which are always chosen according
to local weather and photographic opportunities. We highly recommend that you bring your
own DSLR camera to our tours, as we cannot guarantee that you are able to take night
photos with compact or phone cameras.

INCLUDED:

* Expedition guide,
* Hot drinks and snacks,
* Hunt for the Northern Lights,
* Hotel pick-up & drop-off.

AURORA FLIGHT ABOVE THE CLOUDS
DURATION：2 - 2.5 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION：

PRICE：

Enjoy a wonderful journey through a star-studded sky in order to see one of the most
Adult：
spectacular natural phenomena known to man.

439 euro

Aurora Borealis is “dancing” on the Arctic sky from 80-90% of the dark nights.The phenomenon
Child 4-13 y.o.：
is not always available to witness from the ground, clouds block the visibility and keep us
waiting. Don’t miss your chance to see the lights on your precious holiday time! The Northern 439 euro
Light Flight will climb above the clouds and fly you closer to admire this natural wonder.
Piper PA31 private jet has 7 passenger seats and two pilots will be taking good a care of you
while chasing the lights. Flight time is around 1 hour, including takeoff and landing.

INCLUDED：

* Hotel pickup and drop-off
* Aurora flight 40-60 minutes
* Takeoff and landing preparations
* Guidance is in English, other languages on request

RANUA ARCTIC ZOO IN WINTER WITH LUNCH
DURATION：5 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION：

PRICE：

The Ranua Wildlife Park, established 1983, specializes in arctic and northern animal species.
The spacious animal fencings are located in the midst of northern conifer forests, the natural
habitat of most of the animals. You can see the only polar bears living in Finland, as well as
50 other arctic and northern animal species, in all and all 200 individuals, at the Ranua
Wildlife Park. The animals live in spacious fencings in the midst of northern wide forests, in
their as authentic natural environment as possible.

Adult：
105 euro

INCLUDED：

* Hotel pickup and drop-off
* Explore the woodland park and its domestic animal park with an expert guide
* Entrance tickets
* Guiding service in English, other languages are available on request
* Buffet lunch

Child 4-13 y.o.：
75 euro
WITHOUT LUNCH:
Adult：
90 euro
Child 4-13 y.o.：
60 euro

EXCURSION TO SANTA CLAUS VILLAGE
DURATION：2,5 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION：

PRICE：

Santa Claus Village is the most magical place all year round, for both children and adults alike! Adult：
There is something for everyone here. After posting letters at Santa's Post Office, you can buy 65 euro
gifts and souvenirs. In winter you can experience the excitement of a short safari in a sleigh
pulled by reindeer or huskies, ride a sledge downhill and taste hot glöggi (mulled wine) in the
Child 4-13 y.o.：
Ice Bar.

45 euro

Of course, you will meet Santa Claus and share with him your dreams and wishes. There are
so many things to do. Don't forget to cross the Arctic Circle. Take a photograph of this important
event and remember to get your certificate to prove it!

INCLUDED:

* Hotel pickup and drop-off
* Professional English speaking guide
* Visit Santa`s office and post office
* Guaranteed meeting with Santa Claus
* Arctic circle crossing diploma
* Santa's House of Snowmobiles visit (*if open)

SANTA CLAUS VILLAGE AND SANTA PARK
DURATION：5 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTON：

PRICE：

Santa Claus Village is the most magical place all year round, for both children and adults alike!
There is something for everyone here. After posting letters at Santa's Post Office, you can buy
gifts and souvenirs. In winter you can experience the excitement of a short safari in a sleigh
pulled by reindeer or huskies. Of course, you will meet Santa Claus and share with him your
dreams and wishes. There are so many things to do. Don't forget to cross the Arctic Circle.
Take a photograph of this important event and remember to get your certificate to prove it!

Adult：
95 euro

Our tour continues at Santa Park*- a unique, themed amusement complex built in a cave deep
inside the Syvasenvaara fell and opened to the public at Christmas 1998. Enjoy theatrical
performances, side-shows, games, exhibitions and souvenir shops. Maybe enjoy a drink in the
Ice Bar and immerse yourself in the magical atmosphere of the Christmas fairy tale, New Year
adventures and amazing Lappish culture.

INCLUDED：

* Hotel pickup and drop-off
* Guiding service
* Visit Santa`s office and post office
* Guaranteed meeting with Santa Claus
* Arctic circle crossing diploma
* Santa's House of Snowmobiles visit
* Entrance fee to Santa Park

Child 4-12 y.o.：
75 euro

ICEBREAKER CRUISES ON GULF OF BOTHNIA
DURATION：7 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION：

PRICE：

During 3h cruise you will have a tour all way down to the engine rooms and all way up to
Captain’s bridge. On board you can relax in cozy saloon enjoying warm drinks. Bar is also
available for drinks and snacks. Before returning to the harbour we will make a stop. Icebreaker
makes pool free for ice in the sea and every visitor may have a swim in dark icy water in floating
survival suite. Before leaving the ship the captain will present the Cruise and Swim certificate
to everyone as a memorable gift.

Adult：
375 euro

INCLUDED：

* Transportation according the program
* Lunch
* 3-h Icebreaker cruise
* Guided icebreaker tour
* Swim in survival suite
* Hot drinks
* Cruise and Swim certificate.

Child 4-13 y.o.：
318 euro

HUSKY KENNEL TOUR IN AUTUMN WITH HUSKY RIDE
DURATION：2,5 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

Huskies are not born fit, it takes lots of preparation and conditioning before the dogs are as fit Adult：
as they can be. Visit the kennel and get a feel for how the dogs are prepared to be the amazing 129 euro
athletes they are. Our enthusiastic dogs will happily take you down the forest trail for an
unforgettable experience. For the animal welfare reasons, we offer husky cart rides only, when
Child 4-13 y.o.：
the temperature is 10 degrees Celsius or colder.

INCLUDED:

* Transfers from/to Rovaniemi
* Safety- and driving instructions
* 30 - 40 minutes drive with a husky cart (children join the guide in a big cart)
* Hot juice, cookies, snack
* Arctic outer clothing and informative talk about huskies.

77 euro

HUSKY HAPPY TRAIL TOUR
DURATION：3,5 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

It is exciting to control the husky team yourself, but along the way you’ll relax and start to enjoy
it! In the halfway of the safari we stop to change drivers, and we can also make an additional Adult：
149/229 euro
stop to take pictures.
After the safari we’ll have some warm juice and a cookie in our warm Kammi-building and learn Child 4-13 y.o.：
some more about the life of huskies. You will also meet the other dogs in the farm, real Siberian 89 euro
Huskies, waiting for you to pet them. Driving time 30-40 minutes.

INCLUDED:

* Hotel pickup and drop-off
* Professional English speaking guide
* Safety instructions
* Self driving Husky safari
* Guided tour on the husky farm
* Hot berry juice around the campfire at the farm
* Informative talk about huskies

CALL OF THE WILD: HUSKY ADVENTURE
DURATION：4,5 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

The sound of the panting huskies and the snow underneath your sled is the perfect soundtrack
for this adventure. During the tour we drive about 16-22 km.
Adult：
This is our most popular tour and a genuine way to experience the thrill of running a dog team.

INCLUDED:

* Hotel pickup and drop-off
* Professional English speaking guide
* Safety- and driving instructions
* Arctic outer clothing, shoes, gloves, socks, hats
* Self driving Husky-dogs safari 16-22km
* Guided tour on the husky farm
* Hot berry juice around the campfire at the kennel
* Informative talk about huskies

169/249 euro
Child 4-13 y.o.：
101 euro

DURATION：9 hours

TAIGA HUSKY ADVENTURE

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

Start your tour with a pickup from a reception of your hotel. Hop aboard your car, minivan or
bus with your guide and admire the snow-blanketed countryside as you head for a local husky Adult：
239/279 euro
farm. A trip from Rovaniemi city center takes no more than 30 minutes.
The perfect way to experience the magnificent taiga forests of Lapland. Enjoy the sound of
silence as you mush your own dog-team through the remote trails just north of Rovaniemi and
the Arctic Circle. We travel 30-40 km during this tour.

INCLUDED:

* Hotel pickup and drop-off
* Professional English speaking guide
* Safety- and driving instructions
* Arctic outer clothing, shoes, gloves, socks, hats
* Self driving Husky-dogs safari 30-40km
* Campfire lunch
* Guided tour on the husky farm
* Hot berry juice around the campfire at the kennel
* Informative talk about huskies

REINDEERS SAFARI 2,5 KM AND EXCURSION TO THE FARM
DURATION：3 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

As you experience this traditional way of travelling through the snowy forest on a sleigh pulled
Adult：
by reindeer, you will able to see wild animals and the beautiful winter wonderland of Lapland.
Back at the farm, the reindeer owner will tell you the stories of the farm life and offer you a cup 135 euro
of hot coffee or tea and traditional snacks.

INCLUDED:

* Hotel pickup and drop-off
* ~2.5 km reindeer safari
* Professional English speaking guide
* Reindeer driving license
* Visit of traditional Finnish reindeer farm
* Snacks and drinks by open fire

Child 4-13 y.o.：
95 euro

EXCURSION TO A REINDEERS FARM WITH LUNCH
DURATION：3 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

Welcome to Sierijärvi Reindeer farm! Residents and farmers of this place are engaged in
reindeer breeding for last 400+ years. Following a detailed introduction to reindeer life, you will Adult：
have a unique opportunity to pass a test and obtain your special reindeer sleigh "driving licence" 85 euro
without any age restrictions. Take a seat in the sleigh and you are off.

Child 4-13 y.o.：

Getting cold? Warm yourself up next to the open fire in the hut and enjoy a cup of hot juice. In
this traditional Lapland hut you will be “baptized” in the ways of the North. This event must be 55 euro
celebrated, so a national supper awaits all newly-made Lapps!
Enjoy reindeer meat cooked according to an ancient recipe, with lingonberry sauce, mashed
Lappish potatoes, pickles, sweet dessert and juice.

INCLUDED:

* Hotel pickup and drop-off
* Professional English speaking guide
* Safety- and driving instructions
* Guided tour on the reindeer farm
* Self-driving Reindeer safari, route length 500 m
* Lunch at traditional Finnish restaurant on the reindeer farm
* Hot berry juice around the campfire
* Informative talk about reindeers

THE AMETHYST MINE IN LUOSTO
DURATION：5-6 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

The Lampivaara Amethyst Mine is a fascinating travel destination all year round. The
amethysts of Lampivaara fell were born 2 000 million years ago, deep in the bowels of the
ancient mountains. You will travel to Lampivaara amethyst mine with special “snow train”
Amethyst Pendolino which is a warmed wagon pulled by a snow machine.

Adult：
125 euro

Pendolino will take you to the top of Lampivaara fell where you can enjoy the very top view of
the area, over the Pyhä-Luosto National park. Then you will be seated in wooden shelter,
shipping warm berry juice and listening the facts and fictions of this fascinating purple gem
stone. During the guided tour you will learn about the geology that created the amethyst, their
properties, the history of the mine and some of the uses of amethyst.

INCLUDED:

* Hotel pickup and drop-off
* Professional English speaking guide
* Amethyst mine guided tour
* Amethyst Pendolino snow train
* Hot drinks
* Digging your own lucky stone

Child 4-13 y.o.：
85 euro

FROZEN WATERFALLS - KOROUOMA NATIONAL PARK
DURATION：5-6 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

Korouoma is a 30 kilometers long geological fracture valley in Posio. It is a part of a fracture
zone in the bedrock, which is hundreds of millions of years old. At the center of Korouoma the Adult：
fracture valley forms a gorge with high cliff faces. Small streams which cascade down the cliff 135euro
faces in the summer, freeze into beautiful frozen waterfalls during winter, making Korouoma
the number one ice climbing destination in Finland.

Child 4-13 y.o.：
Upon arrival Your guide will lead the way! This 1,5 km hike is geared towards the active traveler 75 euro

and contains moderate elevation gain (220m). This portion of the trip takes about 40
minutes walk. Now you can get your breath back while enjoying a snack and hot drinks by the
open fire and making unique photos of wild Lappish nature. Quite frequently we see reindeer,
moose, red fox along the way.

INCLUDED:

* Hotel pickup & drop off
* Transportation during your journey
* Guided hiking 3.5 trip
* Complimentary snacks by the open fire
* Hot beverages

SECRET OF THE ANTLER - WORKSHOP
DURATION：3 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

Reindeer antlers have long been a raw material for the indigenous peoples of Lapland, both for
tools and decorative items. The reindeer naturally shed their antlers every year, thereby Adult：
providing a ready source of this raw material. You will learn about the long established 95 euro
traditions, as well as reindeer antler working in general.

Child 4-13 y.o.：
The ride takes only 20 minutes, during programme: you will visit a traditional Finnish house, 59 euro
workshop for the production of souvenirs and knives, also you will get acquainted with the
family of Finnish craftsmen, create your own souvenir from one of Lapland´s most typical raw
materials, try Lappish delicacies and much more.

INCLUDED:

* Hotel pickup and drop-off
* Lappish handicraft workshop experience
* English speaking guide
* Visit a log-built Lappish home and watch traditional items
* Coffee, tea and sweetbreads
* Craft your own small object from reindeer antler as a souvenir
* Learn how antlers are eco-friendly for being shed by reindeers every year

FINNISH SAUNA AND LAPPISH EVENING
DURATION：3 hours
ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

Experience the delightful culture of Finland during a traditional supper and sauna event. If you
want to enjoy the most popular activity in Rovaniemi while travelling in northern Finland don't
Adult：
hesitate any longer. Our fancy sauna located at the majestic private lake and will give you a
125 euro
well-deserved lifetime experience.

The feeling of hunger is strong enough after truly “Lappish SPA procedures”, which is why you Child 4-13 y.o.：
will have an amazing and traditional Blazed salmon dinner in a warm and cozy cottage, right 87 euro
near the fire.

INCLUDED:

* Hotel pickup & drop off
* Professional English speaking guide
* All described activities, services and equipment
* Dinner cooked on the open fire
* Non-alcohol beverages
* Towels for the sauna

Only Sauna:
95 euro/48 euro

EXCURSION TO SNOW HOTEL WITH DINNER ICE RESTAURANT
DURATION：3 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

Before dinner, the guide will tell you about the construction, operation and special features of
the SnowHotel during the memorable guided tour through beautiful rooms of the hotel and Adult：
arctic specialities, such as the snow sauna. At the end of the tour, there is a possibility to order 129 euro
a shot from the ice bar for an additional fee, served in a glass made from ice.

Child 4-13 y.o.：
The Ice Restaurant built of snow and ice provides a unique setting for an unforgettable dinner; 79 euro

serving up hot Lappish delicacies savoured around ice tables.

INCLUDED:

* Pickup from the centrally located Santa's Hotel Santa Claus
* Shuttle transfer to the Ice hotel and back
* Professional English speaking guide
* Dinner in the Ice restaurant (please choose menu)
* Ice Hotel guided tour

SNOW SAUNA EXPERIENCE WITH DINNER
DURATION：3-4 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:
After taking a 30-minute transfer, you arrive to Arctic SnowHotel which offers an excellent
opportunity to view spectacular Northern Lights. Arctic SnowHotel is a venue that offers oncein a-lifetime experience and the opportunity to explore ice and snow structures, spectacular ice
sculptures, beautiful rooms of the hotel and arctic specialities, such as the snow sauna. After
the tour, it is time to get ready for your sauna experience and the guide will tell you all about
the traditional Finnish sauna and gives you also short time to try our unique snow sauna and
see how you can get the best steam. Together with traditional Finnish sauna, this is an extreme
experience beyond compare!

INCLUDED:

* Pickup from the centrally located Santa's Hotel Santa Claus
* Professional English speaking guide
* All described activities, services and equipment
* Ice Hotel guided tour
* Dinner in the Kota-restaurant

PRICE：
Adult：
169 euro
Child 4-13 y.o.：
99 euro

ICE FISHING ON THE FROZEN LAKE OR RIVER
DURATION：3 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

Ice fishing is a very popular leisure time activity for local people in Lapland, it suits for everyone!
Rovaniemi is ideal for fishing buffs: we have great selection of frozen rivers, rapids, lakes and
ponds in the area. The ice gets very thick in the winter and you are safe to walk and stay on it. Adult：

95 euro

We will approach one of these spots by the car and set our fishing spot up in a lovely wilderness
atmosphere. Our guide will introduce you the technic of ice fishing. First you will drill your own Child 4-13 y.o.：
hole into the ice and then place the hook into water.

59 euro

Fish don’t expend much energy during the winter months, therefore if you move your bait or jig
too fast a fish might let it go in order to save energy. Catch is not guaranteed, but most likely
for patient fishermen.

INCLUDED:

* Return transfers from Rovaniemi hotels
* All described activities, services and equipment
* Hot drinks and grilled sausages on open fire
* Professional English speaking guide
* Use of thermal clothing during the safari (thermal overall, boots, gloves, woolen socks, a
scarf)

SNOWSHOEING-NATURE ADVENTURES
DURATION：2,5 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

Snowshoeing is a great way to experience Lapland’s wintry wildernesses, enjoy the fresh and
clean air and get some exercise. People in the Arctic areas have been using snowshoes Adult：
already for centuries; they were intended to assist people in traversing the snowy landscapes. 79 euro
After a 20-minute transfer we will arrive to the Wilderness Lodge, traditional lumberjack manor
Child 4-13 y.o.：
nestled by the beautiful river of Raudanjoki. We cross the walking bridge to the river island
59 euro
where we can admire frozen rapids.

INCLUDED:
* Transfers from hotels
* Services and equipment
* Use of thermal clothing during the safari (thermal overall, boots, gloves, woolen socks, a
scarf)
* Hot chocolate drink and sweet buns
* Guidance is in English, other languages on request

EASY SNOWMOBILE SAFARI
DURATION：1 hour

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

A short snowmobile taster. This tour will give you a chance to ride your own snowmobile around
the Arctic Circle area. You will enjoy the beautiful wintery forest scenery and can take photos Adult：
87 euro
during the short stops made during the ride.
Duration of the program is 1 hour, including preparations. The riding time on snowmobiles is Child 4-13 y.o.：
approximately 30-40 minutes. The average speed during our short tours is limited due to the 44 euro
safety and traffic regulations. Two adults ride on one snowmobile.

INCLUDED:

* Return transfers from Rovaniemi city center hotels
* All described activities, services and equipment
* Guidance is in English, other languages on request
* Use of thermal clothing during the safari (thermal overall, boots, gloves, woolen socks, a
scarf and helmets)

SNOWMOBILE SAFARI TO THE ARCTIC FOREST
DURATION：2 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

This snowmobile safari will give you a chance to ride your own snowmobile on the forest trails
around the Santa Claus Village area. You will enjoy the beautiful wintery scenery, during the Adult：
115/170 euro
way we will make several stops to admire snowy nature.
Duration of the program is 2 hours, including preparations. The riding time on snowmobiles is Child 4-13 y.o.：
approximately 1 hour and 30-40 minutes. The average speed during our short tours is limited 83 euro
due to the safety and traffic regulations. Two adults ride on one snowmobile, single riding
supplement for extra charge.

INCLUDED:

* Return transfers from Rovaniemi city center hotels
* All described activities, services and equipment
* Guidance is in English, other languages on request
* Use of thermal clothing during the safari (thermal overall, boots, gloves, woolen socks, a
scarf and helmets)

FOR FAMILY WITH KIDS SNOWMOBILE SAFARI
DURATION: 3 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

This snowmobile safari is specialised for the families with little children. We will go for the ride
on the forest trails around the Santa Claus Village area, where parents can ride own
Adult：
snowmobile and children are traveling in the sleigh pulled by the guides snowmobile. We stop
149/204 euro
at the special area, where is safe for children to ride on their own on the mini-snowmobile. Selfride is suitable for children up to 11-12 years; smaller kids will be helped by the parent or guide.

Child 4-13 y.o.：
At the same time the guide will light up a bonfire and we will enjoy a picnic where everyone can 107 euro
grill traditional Finnish “makkara” sausages and we serve Lappish berry juice to keep you warm.

INCLUDED:

* Hotel pickup and drop-off
* All described activities, services and equipment
* Guidance is in English, other languages on request
* Use of thermal clothing during the safari (thermal overall, boots, gloves, woolen socks, a
scarf and helmets)

SNOWMOBILE SAFARI TO SEARCH FOR THE NORTHERN LIGHTS
DURATION：3 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

This evening departure of a snowmobile safari will be a special experience to discover the
magic of snowy forests in the night. Given extra light by the white snow reflection or the stars
and the moon, we follow the snowmobile trails away from city lights and looking for the spot
to admire the sky.

Adult：
142/197 euro
Child 4-13 y.o.：

The guide will light up a bonfire and we will enjoy a picnic while waiting for the Northern
Lights to appear. Everyone can grill traditional Finnish “makkara” sausages on the fire and we 105 euro
serve Lappish berry juice to keep yourself warm. For taking proper photos in darkness, you
can bring along the tripod for your camera.

INCLUDED:

* Hotel pickup and drop-off
* 15-25km Snowmobile driving
* Northern lights (if you are lucky)
* Professional English speaking guide
* All described activities, services and equipment
* Grilled sausages on open fire
* Use of thermal clothing during the safari (thermal overall, boots, gloves, woolen socks, a
scarf and helmets)

SNOWMOBILE SAFARI TO THE REINDEER FARM
DURATION: 3 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

This snowmobile safari will give you a chance to ride your own snowmobile on the forest trails
around the Santa Claus Village area. You will enjoy the beautiful wintery scenery, during the way
Adult：
we will make several stops to admire snowy nature.

164/219 euro

After snowmobiling we will go to local Reindeer Farm where you will get to experience short but
exciting reindeer sleigh ride (~700 meters). We warm ourselves up in the Lappish tepee called Child 4-13 y.o.：
“kota”, where hot Lappish berry juice and cookies will be served for the guests. Here we take 131 euro
part in the mysterious Arctic Circle ceremony, where you will be told the Oldest Legend of
Lapland. Then it is time to leave and end the tour. The riding time on snowmobiles is
approximately 1 hour and 30-40 minutes, time in the reindeer farm 1 hour.

INCLUDED:

* Return transfers from Rovaniemi city center hotels
* All described activities, services and equipment
* Use of thermal clothing during the safari (thermal overall, boots, gloves, woolen socks, a scarf
and helmets)
* Coffee and biscuits
* Visit to the reindeer farm and a short sleigh ride
* International Reindeer Driver’s License and the Arctic Circle Crossing Certificate
* Guidance is in English, other languages on request

SNOWMOBILE SAFARI TO HUSKY FARM
DURATION: 3 hours
ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

This snowmobile safari will give you a chance to ride your own snowmobile on the forest trails
around the Santa Claus Village area. You will enjoy the beautiful wintery scenery, during the way
we will make several stops to admire snowy nature.

Adult：
178/233 euro

After snowmobiling we will go to the local Husky Man camp to find out more about the dog sledding
in the Arctic areas.
As a highlight of the experience, you will get to ride in the sleigh pulled by the team of anxious and
Sporty huskies. Distance of the husky ride is 2 km and it takes about 7 – 10 minutes. Warm drinks are
served at the same time when you hear stories about the dogs, their breeds, pedigrees and daily life in
the kennel. You can pet the dogs and take a lot of photos. Duration of the program is 3 hours, including
preparations. The riding time on snowmobiles is approximately 1 hour and 30-40 minutes, time in the
husky camp 1 hour.

INCLUDED:

* Return transfers from Rovaniemi city center hotels
* All described activities, services and equipment
* Coffee and biscuits
* Visit to a Husky Farm and a sled ride pulled by a Husky team
* Guidance is in English, other languages on request
* Use of thermal clothing during the safari (thermal overall, boots, gloves, woolen socks, a scarf and
helmets)

Child 4-13 y.o.：
133 euro

COMBO: SNOWMOBILE SAFARI ALL-IN-ONE
DURATION：4 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

This tour offers the opportunity to try out most popular activities in Lapland during the same
program: snowmobile safari, reindeer and husky rides. We start the tour by snowmobiles and
Adult：
you have a chance to ride your own snowmobile around the Arctic Circle area. You can enjoy
209/264 euro
the beautiful wintery forest scenery and take photos in the short stops made during the ride.
Duration of the program is 4 hours, including preparations. The riding time on snowmobiles is Child 4-13 y.o.：
approximately 1 hour and 30-40 minutes, time in the reindeer farm 1 hour and husky camp 1 156 euro
hour. The average speed during our short tours is limited due to the safety and traffic
regulations.
Two adults ride on one snowmobile, single riding supplement for extra charge.

INCLUDED:

* Hotel pickup and drop-off
* All described activities, services and equipment
* Visit to the reindeer farm and a short sleigh ride
* Visit to a Husky Farm and a sled ride pulled by a Husky team
* Guidance is in English, other languages on request
* Use of thermal clothing during the safari (thermal overall, boots, gloves, woolen socks, a
scarf and helmets)

FULL DAY: SNOWMOBILES, ICE-FISHING, LUNCH
DURATION：8 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

This is a full day snowmobile tour for those who really want to do snowmobiling and experience
the best of Lapland wilderness. The tour takes you further from the usual safari trails as we ride
on snowmobiles to the North direction from the Santa Claus Village. Journey takes us through Adult：
the beautiful winterish forest and we make several stops on the way to enjoy the frozen nature 199/278 euro
and landscapes.
On the way you might pass some interesting sights, spot some animal tracks etc and your
guide will make sure these small wonders will not be unnoticed. In the afternoon we take a
coffee break in the forest and soon after that it is time to turn back towards home.
Please note you will stay outdoors for minimum 8 hours and have long snowmobile ride. 2
adults ride on one snowmobile, single riding supplement for extra charge.

INCLUDED:

* Hotel pickup and drop-off
* All described activities, services and equipment
* Soup lunch and hot drinks prepared at the campfire
* Snack break at the forest camp
* Guidance is in English, other languages on request
* Use of thermal clothing during the safari (thermal overall, boots, gloves, woolen socks, a
scarf and helmets)

AURORA ICE FLOATING
DURATION：3 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

This guided floating is totally safe with a high quality rescue suit that covers your whole body and
keeps you dry. As you have your own clothing under the suit you will not get cold even in the Adult：
open 0 degree water. The circumstances are truly arctic! If the weather is clear we can see 95 euro
beautiful stars and may even get to marvel magnificent Northern Lights.

Child 4-13 y.o.：
On arrival, pull on your protective dry-suit and climb into the freezing waters. Floating among the 59 euro

blocks of ice in the open water, gaze up at the stars and — if conditions allow — watch the
famous Aurora Borealis illuminating the night skies in vibrant colors.

INCLUDED:

* Hotel pickup and drop-off
* Three-hours ice floating & Aurora hunting program
* Professional English speaking guide
* Visit a secret location in the Finnish countryside, where a frozen lake awaits
* Pull on your dry-suit, then float in the freezing waters
* If you’re lucky — watch the Northern Lights illuminating the skies
* Enjoy a refreshing hot drink after your floating experience
* Long sweet memories

FINNISH WORKSHOPS: AURORA PAINTING
DURATION：3 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

A local master will give you a lesson how to draw amazing Northern Lights.
You don't need to be able to draw. You can paint Aurora beautifully even if you took the brush Adult：
in your hands for the first time in your life!
69 euro
You will make a unique Lapland souvenir for yourself with your own hands.
You will also visit a traditional Lapland house. The master will tell you many stories about the
culture of Lapland.
At the end of the program, we will bake traditional Christmas cinnamon rolls.

INCLUDED:

* Shuttle transfer to the workshop and back
* English speaking guide
* Visit to a traditional Lapland house
* All equipment
* Tea or coffee with sweets

Child 4-13 y.o.：
50 euro

WORKSHOP: LAPPISH HANDMADE SOUVENIRS
DURATION：3 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:
A local master will give you a lesson on how to make traditional finnish jewelry.
You can make cloudberry style earrings or bracelets or necklaces for yourself. It's up to you!
You will also visit a traditional Lapland house. The master will tell you many stories about the
culture of Lapland.
At the end of the program, we will bake traditional Christmas cinnamon rolls.

INCLUDED:

* Shuttle transfer to the workshop and back
* English speaking guide
* Visit to a traditional Lapland house
* All equipment
* Tea or coffee with sweets

PRICE：
Adult：
69 euro
Child 4-13 y.o.：
50 euro

MASTER CLASS: SALMON SOUP
DURATION：3 hours

ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:

PRICE：

The Finnish salmon soup (lohikeitto, in Finnish) is the perfect soup.
It’s like a diamond of Finnish cuisine.

Adult：
125 euro

At the same time, a salmon soup is easy home cooking, super healthy and
suitable for any event. In this household, it’s the go-to recipe for busy weekdays
and family parties.

Child 4-13 y.o.：
65 euro

During the program we will teach you, how to prepare this soup
and after that we test it together.

INCLUDED:

* Shuttle transfer to the program and back
* English speaking guide
* Visit to a traditional Lapland house
* All equipment and the products
* Tea or coffee with sweets

INTERACTIVE PROGRAMS
A MEETING WITH SANTA CLAUS FAMILY
A meeting with Santa Claus' wife and elves is waiting for you. The little log-cabin is hidden away in the
depths of the snowy forest, but Christmas helpers, aided by a whisper of ancient magic, will guide your
family’s to Santa´s door.
Together you will get to decorate a Christmas tree, make a gingerbread house, sing carols and dance
together with Santa Claus and his family members. Santa will give small presents to every child. The
package also includes transfers, guide service, program, sweet Christmas table and a gift for children.
Duration: 2 hours
Included: Transfers, guide service, program, Christmas sweets, a gift for each child.
Price: ADULT: 95,00 €, CHILD 4-13: 65,00 €
ADVENTURE WITH TROLLS
You will have a journey to a forest, where the Trolls have lived since ancient times. Their cave is on the
top of the hill, but to get there, you will have to pass the Troll's tests! When the tasks are completed, a
warm reception with a family of trolls is awaiting you. Through storytelling, you will learn about their lives
and history. And if you're very well behaved, the Trolls may even give you some treats!!
Duration: 2 hours
Included: transfers, guiding service (English, Russian), interactive programme, BBQ with snacks and hot
drinks
Price: ADULT: 95,00 €, CHILD 4-13 y.o.: 65,00 €
SNOW QUEEN WITH DINNER IN AN ICE RESTAURANT
The search for Kai leads to the real ice queen of the Snow Queen, the treacherous lord does not want to
let the boy go and goes to all kinds of tricks to detain him and uninvited guests. However, the ingenuity
and friendly participation of the whole group allows her to defeat her spell and even melt the icy heart of
the Snow Queen, and she will treat everyone with a hot dinner in an ice restaurant.
Duration: 2 hours
Included: transfers, guiding service (English, Russian), short trip with horses, interactive programme,
dinner at the ice-restaurant
Dinner: Salmon steak with mashed potatoes. For children: Meatballs with mashed potatoes OR
Vegetarian course + dessert
Price: ADULT: 155,00 €, CHILD 4-13 y.o.: 105,00 €
SNOW QUEEN PROGRAM WITHOUT DINNER
The search for Kai leads to the real ice queen of the Snow Queen, the treacherous lord does not want to
let the boy go and goes to all kinds of tricks to detain him and uninvited guests. However, the ingenuity
and friendly participation of the whole group allows her to defeat her spell and even melt the icy heart of
the Snow Queen, and she will treat everyone with a sweet dessert in the ice restaurant.
Duration: 1.5 hours
Included: transfers, guiding service (English, Russian), short trip with horses, interactive programme, hot
drink with a sweet dessert at the ice-restaurant
Price: ADULT: 110,00 €, CHILD 4-13 y.o.: 75,00 €

NEW YEAR AURORA PARTY
DURATION：4 hours
ADVENTURE DESCRIPTION:
Have a New Year picnic party with us! We will be far from the city light and enjoy the wonderful New Year
night sky! We search for Northern Lights, discover the magic of snowy forest and make wishes for the next
year! Stay next to the inside and outside fireplace with the breathtaking winter lake view. We will have a
disco outside and you can warm up inside. We offer you sausages, hot drinks, sweets. And you can take
alcohol drinks with you.

INCLUDED:
* Transfer
* Outside disco
* Guiding service
* Sausages, hot drinks, sweets,
* Santa Claus visit with small gifts

PRICE： Adult：145 euro, Child 4-13 y.o.：95 euro

